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Abstract

This paper investigates the adaptation of automatic speech recognition to stress detection by analyzing the voice 

parameters [1]. Voice is the essential medium of man’s communication in social as well as professional interactions. 

The human voice also reflects the state of health in many medical conditions which leads voice alterations in 

patients[17]. The analysis of the voice allows the identification of the stress which affects the vocal apparatus and 

currently is carried out from an expert doctor through methods based on the auditory analysis. This paper presents a 

novel method to keep track of patient’s pathology: Easy to use, fast, non invasive [2] for the patient and affordable 

for the clinician. This method uses parametric method (jitter, shimmer, harmonic to noise etc…) to evaluate the 

pathological voice. The method for this task also relies on Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficient (MFCC) as feature 

extraction. The aim of the study is to evaluate the voice quality in patients with stress by parametric method [3]. 

 

Keywords—MFCC, Jitter, shimmer, HNR. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Identifying the human stress remains a major challenge in the computational field. Voice Stress Analysis (VSA) 

systems are designed to record psycho physiological stress responses that are present in a human voice [16].Stress is 

a state of mental or emotional strain or tension resulting from adverse or demanding circumstances. Stress is a 

normal physical response to events that make you feel threatened or upset your balance in some way. Stress results 

in loss of performance, emotional stability and, in some cases, might lead to depression, burnout and, in severe 

cases, suicides. When you sense danger—whether it’s real or imagined—the body's defenses kick into high gear in a 

rapid, automatic process known as the “fight-or-flight-or-freeze” reaction, or the stress response[4]. The stress 

response is the body’s way of protecting you.   When working properly, it helps you stay focused, energetic, and 

alert. In emergency situations, stress can save your life—giving you extra strength to defend yourself, for example, 

or spurring you to slam on the brakes to avoid an accident. The stress response also helps you rise to meet 

challenges. Stress is what keeps you on your toes during a presentation at work, sharpens your concentration when 

you’re attempting the game-winning free throw, or drives you to study for an exam when you'd rather be watching 

TV. But beyond a certain point, stress stops being helpful and starts causing major damage to your health, your 

mood, your productivity, your relationships, and your quality of life. From 1989 onwards, the stress identification 
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research was started. The situations and pressures that cause stress are known as stressors. We usually think of 

stressors as being negative, such as an exhausting work schedule or a rocky relationship [5]. However, anything that 

puts high demands on you or forces you to adjust can be stressful. This includes positive events such as getting 

married, buying a house, going to college, or receiving a promotion. Of course, not all stress is caused by external 

factors. Stress can also be self-generated, for example, when you worry excessively about something that may or 

may not happen, or have irrational, pessimistic thoughts about life 

2. EFFECT OF STRESS ON VOICE 

 
Voice is produced when there is a flow of air from the lungs through the vocal cords. This can be in the form of 

laughter, crying, singing and speech. The mechanism for generating the human voice can be subdivided into three 

parts: the lungs, the vocal folds within the larynx (the voice box) and the articulators. When the vocal cords do not 

vibrate normally due to injury the voice produced is altered. Hoarseness [6], which is the most common symptom, is 

"unwanted air leak". Any disorder that disrupts that flow of air, allowing a leak, causes hoarseness. A voice disorder 

can be defined as a problem involving abnormal pitch, loudness or quality of the sound produced by the larynx. A 

person may lose his/her voice even when no physical damage is apparent or present. Stress or psychological issues 

can cause a person to become hoarse or even lose the voice temporarily. Stress causes both physical and mental 

issues that can affect voice.These include:  

 

1. Shaky Voice - Perhaps the most well-known speech issue is simply a shaky voice. When you're talking, it feels 

like your voice box is shaking along with the rest of your body (and it is). That can make it sound like it is cracking 

or vibrating [7], both of which are a sign to others that you're nervous. 

 
2. Quiet Voice - Those with anxiety - especially social phobia - often find that they also have a hard time speaking 

up in public. This type of quietness is very common, and while not technically a speech pattern, it can make your 

entire voice and the way you speak sound different to others. 

 

3. Dry Throat/Loss of Voice - Some people find that anxiety seems to dry out their throat, or cause them to feel as 

though they're losing their voice. The exact reason for this is unknown. One possible reason is that anxiety can make 

acid reflux symptoms worse, and those with acid reflux do have a tendency to wake up with sore throat and a loss of 

voice.  

 

4. Trouble Putting Thoughts to Words - Not all of the speech pattern symptoms of anxiety are physical either. 

Some of them are mental. Anxiety can make it much harder to for you to think about the words you're going to say, 

which can cause you to step over yourself, forget words, replace words with incorrect words, and more. Speaking 

generally has to be natural to be clear, and when you overthink it's not uncommon to find the opposite effect. 

 
3. METHODS AND MATERIALS 

 
First of all the voice database of normal and highly stressed persons are prepared. Then this database is analyzed and 

various features are extracted. The feature vector is prepared in which some relevant feature are included which 

represent the particular phonation of vowel of a particular person. Kmeans classifier [8] is used for the classification. 

Feature that are extracted are explained below. 

A. Jitter [9]  

This is also known as pitch perturbation and refers to the minute involuntary variations in the frequency of adjacent 

vibratory cycles of the vocal folds as shown in Figure 2. In essence, it is a measure of frequency variability in 

comparison to the client’s fundamental frequency. Pathological [10] voices often exhibit a higher percentage of 

jitter. 
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Fig 1: The proposed model 

B. Shimmer  

Whereas jitter is a measure of the percentage irregularity in the pitch of the vocal note (pitch perturbation), shimmer 

[11] is a measure of the percentage irregularity in the amplitude of the vocal note. It is often referred to as amplitude 

perturbation. Shimmer, therefore, measures the variability in the intensity of adjacent pathological voices will 

typically exhibit a higher percentage of jitter. 

C. Harmonic to noise ratio  

The vocal note produced by the vibrations of the vocal folds is complex and made up of periodic (regular and 

repetitive) and aperiodic (irregular and non-repetitive) sound waves. The aperiodic waves [12] are random noise 

introduced into the vocal signal owing to irregular or asymmetric adduction (closing) of the vocal folds. Noise 

impairs the clarity of the vocal note and too much noise is perceived as hoarseness.. The greater the proportion of 

noise, the greater the perceived hoarseness, and the lower the HNR figure will be, i.e. a low HNR indicates a high 

level of hoarseness, and a high HNR indicates a low level of hoarseness. Figure 2 represents jitter, shimmer and 

HNR diagrammatically.  

D. Mean pitch  

This is the Speaking Fundamental Frequency (SF0), i.e. the average speaking pitch [13]. For adult males this is 

around 128 Hz (cycles per second), for adult females it is about 225 Hz, and for children under the age of 10 years it 

can average 260 hz. 

 

Fig 2: Jitter and Shimmer 
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4. Classification Using Kmeans Algorithm 

The K-means algorithm is proposed by Mac Queen in 1967. It is a well known iterative procedure for solving the 

clustering problems. It is also known as the C-means algorithm [14] or basic ISODATA clustering algorithm. It is an 

unsupervised learning procedure which classifies the objects automatically based on the criteria that minimum 

distance to the centroid. In the K-means algorithm, the initial centroids are selected randomly from the training 

vectors and the training vectors are added to the training procedure one at a time. The training procedure terminates 

when the last vector is incorporated. The algorithm flowchart is shown in Figure 3. The K-means algorithm is used 

to group data and the groups can change with time. The algorithm can be applied to VQ  codebook [15] design. The 

K-means algorithm can be described as follows: 

 

 

 

 

                       NO                     YES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3: K-means clustering Algorithm Flow Chart 

Algorithmic steps for k-means clustering 

Let  X = {x1,x2,x3,……..,xn} be the set of data points and V = {v1,v2,…….,vc} be the set of centers. 

1) Randomly select ‘c’ cluster centers. 

2) Calculate the distance between each data point and cluster centers. 

3) Assign the data point to the cluster center whose distance from the cluster center is minimum of all the cluster 

centers.. 

4) Recalculate the new cluster center using:   
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5) Recalculate the distance between each data point and new obtained cluster centers. 

6) If no data point was reassigned then stop, otherwise repeat from step 3. 

5.  CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this Review, we studied the possibility of the detection of stress from the voice signal variation patterns. Acoustic 

analysis [16] of voice signal is showing better outcome though it is time consuming process. The application of 

cepstral analysis for the clinical evaluation of voice function has been qualitatively reviewed on stressed patients. 

The mathematical transformations involved in the analysis have been described as well as the suitability of the 

analysis for this application is described. 
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